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Hurricanes offseason roster decisions: Who stays? Who goes? 

By Sara Civian 

The Hurricanes lived by the short-term contract blade last 
offseason. Now that it’s approaching “reap-what-you-sew-
o’clock,” will they die by it? 

Between their unrestricted and restricted free agents, they’ve 
got 10 contracts to figure out or fill, with ~$20 million in cap 
room to do so, per CapFriendly. Hard decisions loom. Let’s 
take a look at all of the prominent Hurricanes from 2021-22 
and contemplate their fate with the cap and the team’s needs 
in mind. 

The Untouchable Division 

Sebastian Aho 

A first-line center approaching his prime on a reasonable 
contract with an $8,460,250 cap hit? Yeah, you don’t mess 
with that. 

Teuvo Teravainen 

Teravainen quietly tied Aho’s 11 points in 14 games for the 
Hurricanes’ postseason lead. Anyone who watches him 
every day knows how important he is to the team, especially 
in terms of consistency. He always seems to step up when 
other goal scorers are slumping, he’s on coinciding contracts 
with his countryman Aho, and he’s only making $5.4 million. 
If I’ve learned one thing about the Carolina Hurricanes, I’ve 
learned they aren’t messing with a good contract. 

Andrei Svechnikov 

The Canes adore Svechnikov, as they should. And at only 22 
years old, he’s got plenty of time to round into the superstar it 
feels like he might become. With the Canes fighting the cap 
and still needing more goal scoring, Svechnikov could be the 
in-house solution with some patience and hard work. 

Jaccob Slavin 

Slavin is one of the best defense-first defensemen in the 
game, and — stop me if you’re sensing a theme in this 
division — he’s on a really good contract at a $5.3 million 
average annual value. He’s not going anywhere. 

Brett Pesce 

The team basically revolves around these five contracts, and 
although people love to throw out trade proposals for Pesce, 
this core absolutely includes Pesce. You’re not going to find 
a better defenseman in his prime with a $4.025 million AAV. 

The Highly Unlikely to Leave Division 

Jordan Staal 

I cannot imagine the Canes trading the captain, who has led 
by example since he’s been in the league and has a no-trade 
clause, nor do I think they should. I’m just not willing to put 
him in the untouchable division considering he’s got a $6 

million cap hit and the Canes have a long line of centers at 
their disposal. None of them are Staal, but if someone were 
to hypothetically offer the Canes an elite goal scorer for 
Staal, I think they’d have to consider it. 

Seth Jarvis 

Head coach Rod Brind’Amour has fallen in love with Jarvis, 
and for good reason: He’s a young guy who is unbelievably 
skilled, not afraid to get chippy and is very coachable. 
Considering he’s on his entry-level contract and was a bright 
spot in an otherwise dreary goal-scoring situation in the 
postseason, I highly, highly doubt he’s going anywhere. But 
his stock is also super high right now, so like Staal, I’m not 
willing to call him completely untouchable. 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

I don’t think the Canes will rule out Kotkaniemi as a trade 
chip somewhere along the line, especially if his $4.82 
contract ages well as the cap rises over the years. But now is 
definitely not the time, and the whole point of the offer sheet 
was to snag the 21-year-old while he’s young and hope he 
grows into something more. The 2022-23 season will be 
huge for Kotkaniemi. 

Jesper Fast 

Fast only took two penalties all regular season, and one of 
them was a weak roughing call. This is absurd when you 
consider how defensively aggressive he plays. I hate the 
term “underrated,” but he truly is — especially at a $2 million 
cap hit (with one year remaining). The Canes hit the Fast 
acquisition out of the park. 

Jordan Martinook 

Martinook is an important part of the leadership group, even 
if we sometimes struggle to justify the $1.8 million cap hit on 
the ice in a rotation of cheaper fourth-liners. He’s a great 
teammate, and I just don’t see him going anywhere. 

Brady Skjei 

The Canes have a ton to figure out on defense this 
offseason, and I don’t see them further complicating things 
by trading Skjei. I would’ve liked to see a little more out of 
him in the postseason, but he’s fine, especially when paired 
with Brett Pesce — and he had a solid regular season. 
There’s no sense in messing with the defense more than the 
Canes have to. 

Freddie Andersen 

The Canes are happy with Andersen despite the drama 
surrounding whether he should have “played through” his 
torn MCL, which is impossible, by the way. They’re fully 
confident he’s their guy, and Andersen’s agent, Claude 
Lemieux, confirmed to me that he will be ready to go next 
season. I don’t think he’s totally untouchable because Marc-
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Andre Fleury might hit the market and he and the Canes 
have had mutual interest in the past. Am I stirring the pot a 
bit, here? Yes, don’t read too much into this. But if the Canes 
are doing their true diligence, why not poke around on 
Flower? The success of Pyotr Kochetkov, who just posted a 
shutout to send the Wolves to the Calder Cup Finals, 
thickens the plot. 

Antti Raanta 

What a great season for Raanta, who showed us all he’s not 
done writing his story just yet. The Canes should let him ride 
it out here in Raleigh for another year as a solid backup who 
is able to step up when called upon. 

The Probably Back Division 

Tony DeAngelo 

DeAngelo is obviously in a unique situation, with no 
comparables as a top-pairing RFA defenseman coming off a 
$1 million, 1-year contract. It’s pretty certain the Canes are 
going to qualify him, but he has arbitration rights. Will they 
get a long-term deal done, and what does that look like? 
Both sides seem enthusiastic about sticking together after a 
successful one-year experiment. Maybe they could look at 
something around $5 million per year on a five-year deal? 

Steven Lorentz 

Lorentz is a serviceable, cheap fourth-liner with a great 
attitude. The Canes need guys like these more than ever 
with their current cap situation. 

The 50/50 Division 

Nino Niederreiter 

Niederreiter is the biggest in-home UFA deal that I think the 
Canes will end up getting done. He’s been great on both 
ends of the ice, produces on a “checking line” next to Staal 
and Fast, and provides an all-important net-front presence 
on the power play that this team is often lacking. The Canes 
simply can’t lose both of their most important depth scorers 
in Vincent Trocheck and Niederreiter. They have enough 
centers, and Trocheck will likely cost a little bit more, so I say 
Niederreiter it is. I wonder what the cost departure from his 
current $5.25 million AAV will be, but if it remains in that 
ballpark the Canes have to do it. 

Martin Necas 

Necas might be the trickiest of the bunch to pinpoint. I still 
think the 22-year-old has a ton of potential as a playmaker 
and a goal scorer, but the Canes haven’t done him any 
favors. First, they kept him in the AHL for an extra year to 
buy another season of his ELC, then they signed Kotkaniemi 
to be their second-line center of the future when Necas has 
always felt strongly about wanting to shift back to the middle. 
While he had a rough season when everyone thought it was 
going to be his breakout year, I understand why it was rough. 
I wonder if the Canes can salvage this relationship or if 
they’re better off letting Necas spread his wings elsewhere. 
He’s an RFA, so they have control, but I’m expecting either a 
very short bridge deal or a trade. 

Ethan Bear 

Bear is also a tough one: an RFA defenseman who was 
benched the entire playoffs with a qualifying offer of $2 
million. Bear told me he struggled recovering from COVID-19 
and he wasn’t sure if it was lingering effects of the illness or 
just an inability to get back up to speed. At his best this 
season, Bear could be worth around $2 million, but at his 
worst, I’d understand if the Canes don’t qualify him. On top of 
their two RFAs in Bear and DeAngelo, though, the Canes 
have two more UFA defensemen. They need to retain some 
NHL talent for their third pairing. 

The Likely to Move on Division 

Vincent Trocheck 

I can’t imagine the cap-strapped Canes working something 
out with Trocheck, who has earned a hearty raise from his 
$4.75 million AAV. I’m expecting something in the $6 million 
to $7 million range, and the Canes are working with ~$20 
million in cap space with ~10 free agents to sign. The math is 
not mathing there. Then you consider two things: 1) 
Historically this Canes front office is hesitant to sign “older” 
(Trocheck is about to turn 29) guys to long-term deals; and 
2) The Kotkaniemi signing paves the way for him to grow into 
a second-line center role. Regardless, Trocheck will be a 
huge loss for the Canes if they can’t get it done, and I don’t 
think they will. 

Ian Cole 

Cole is great in the room and generally serviceable as a 
steady stay-at-home defenseman and shot blocker. But at 
$2.9 million, he took a few too many untimely penalties in the 
postseason for the Canes to justify anything other than a 
significant pay cut for him to return. And Cole has already 
won two Cups; I wouldn’t blame him at all if he’s seeking the 
best contract possible in the twilight of his career. It’ll be 
interesting to see the offers he gets and what he decides. 

Brendan Smith 

While I do feel like the Canes will consider Smith if they can’t 
afford Cole, it seems like Jalen Chatfield is ready for an NHL 
role in Smith’s depth spot for cheaper. And, as is the theme 
of this story, the Canes need to lean into their homegrown 
resources considering their cap dilemma. 

Derek Stepan 

I still don’t really understand why the Canes didn’t play 
Stepan against his former team at all in Round 2, and I can’t 
imagine a guy who wants to play will stick around that 
situation when he’s still an effective player and an above-
average fourth-liner. The Canes already have their affordable 
fourth-line center/wing in Lorentz, and Jack Drury is lighting it 
up in the AHL. As much as it would benefit the Canes to 
keep Stepan around, it’s a luxury they definitely can’t afford 
— especially when they barely flexed the luxury last 
postseason. 

Max Domi 

He had a memorable postseason with three goals — 
including those two Game 7 goals against Boston. But Domi 
was on a discount and the Canes were only paying for one-
third of his contract. I like the player and the energy he 
brought to the Canes’ lineup, but I don’t think he’s going to 
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be that consistent goal scorer that the Canes need, and 
again, they can’t afford the luxuries right now. 

The ‘Still Exists’ Division 

Jake Gardiner 

According to Canes GM Don Waddell, Gardiner successfully 
recovered from his back and hip surgeries and is medically 

cleared to play hockey again. Will he? Should he? He 
missed a season, and much of the previous season, due to 
these injuries and the required surgery. Gardiner is a great 
guy, and I’d love to see a comeback. Maybe he’d be able to 
fill some gaps in the Canes’ defense and provide a power-
play boost. But I worry about the rust. Gardiner’s situation 
will require a lot of thought from the brass.

 

 

 

 
 

How To Watch The Chicago Wolves In The Calder Cup Finals 

Where to find the video stream, audio feed and more info 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Want to watch the Canes' American Hockey 
League (AHL) affiliate play for the Calder Cup and are not 
sure how? 

We've got you covered. 

Where To Watch 

Each game of the series will be streamed live on a pay-per-
view basis on WatchTheAHL.com. 

Fans can purchase a subscription to watch all contests for 
$29.99 USD or $6.99 per night. 

How To Listen 

The Wolves host an audio stream for free on the team's 
official Facebook page. 

Who Are They Playing? 

Chicago is going head-to-head with the Springfield 
Thunderbirds, AHL affiliate of the St. Louis Blues. 

Springfield was crowned champions of the Eastern 
Conference on Wednesday after they closed out a seven-
game series over the Laval Rocket, the top developmental 
club of the Montreal Canadiens. 

Before beating Laval, Springfield took out the Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton Penguins (PIT) and the Charlotte Checkers 
(FLA & SEA).
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AHL notebook: NHL veterans to watch in Calder Cup Final 

Leivo of Hurricanes, Paquette of Canadiens among those in 
league's championship series 

By Patrick Williams 

The Calder Cup Playoffs have a well-earned reputation for 
being the final stop for top prospects on their way to the 
NHL. 

But the American Hockey League postseason can also be an 
opportunity for veteran players with NHL experience to prove 
they deserve another chance. 

Chicago (Carolina Hurricanes) will play Springfield (St. Louis 
Blues) in the Calder Cup Final. Springfield defeated Laval 
(Montreal Canadiens) in Game 7 on Wednesday. 

Game 1 of the final is in Chicago on Sunday. Carolina 
prospects are attempting to win a second Calder Cup 
championship; they won in 2019 when the Hurricanes were 
affiliated with Charlotte. 

Chicago defeated Stockton (Calgary Flames) in a six-game 
Western Conference Final. 

Here is a look at five players with NHL experience whose 
work in the Calder Cup Playoffs have positioned them for 
opportunities next season. 

JOSH LEIVO, CHICAGO 

Leivo, a 29-year-old forward, found himself in the AHL for the 
first time since 2016-17 with Toronto (Toronto Maple Leafs). 

He played last season for the Flames, where he had nine 
points (six goals, three assists) in 38 games. A third-round 
pick (No. 86) by the Maple Leafs in the 2011 NHL Draft, he 
signed a one-year contract with the Hurricanes and could be 
an unrestricted free agent July 13. 

Leivo leads the Calder Cup Playoffs in scoring and goals 
with 20 points (11 goals, nine assists) in 13 games after he 
had 46 points (22 goals, 24 assists) in 54 regular-season 
games. He played seven NHL games this season and had 
three points (one goal, two assists). 

ALEX LYON, CHICAGO 

For the first two rounds, against Rockford (Chicago 
Blackhawks) and Milwaukee (Nashville Predators), Lyon was 
the starting goalie. The 29-year-old has divided the work 
since the Hurricanes reassigned Pyotr Kochetkov to Chicago 
following their 6-2 loss to the New York Rangers in Game 7 
of the Eastern Conference Second Round. Lyon played 
Games 1, 3, and 5 against Stockton, and Kochetkov played 
Games 2, 4, and 6. 

Lyon is 8-2 in 10 playoff games with a 1.96 goals-against 
average (fourth among AHL playoff goalies) and .924 save 
percentage. In 30 regular-season games, he was 18-7-3 with 
a 2.16 GAA (second-best in the AHL) and .912 save 
percentage. He also won the Harry "Hap" Holmes Memorial 
Award as the goalie who played at least 25 games for the 
AHL team with the best GAA (2.55). He went 1-0-1 with a 
2.93 GAA and .908 save percentage in two games for the 
Hurricanes. 

Lyon, who turned pro after going undrafted while at Yale 
University, signed a one-year contract with the Hurricanes on 
July 31, 2021, following five seasons in the Philadelphia 
Flyers organization. He is a pending unrestricted free agent. 

MACKENZIE MACEACHERN, SPRINGFIELD 

An extra for the Blues during their 2019 Stanley Cup run, 
MacEachern is a key forward for Springfield. 

The 28-year-old was a third-round pick (No. 67) by St. Louis 
in the 2012 NHL Draft, played the past four seasons for the 
Blues and had two assists in 14 games this season. In 47 
regular-season games with Springfield, MacEachern had 25 
points (12 goals, 13 assists). 

Part of a dangerous line with Will Bitten and Dakota Joshua, 
MacEachern is tied for sixth in AHL playoff scoring with 12 
points (six goals, six assists) in 12 games. His two-year 
contract with St. Louis expires after this season and he could 
become an unrestricted free agent. 

STEFAN NOESEN, CHICAGO 

Noesen has long been a dangerous scorer at the AHL level, 
but he found a new level in his first season with the Carolina 
organization. 

The 29-year-old led the AHL in the regular season with 48 
goals and had 37 assists to finish third in AHL scoring with 
85 points in 70 games. He is tied for third in playoff scoring 
with 16 points (seven goals, nine assists) in 13 games. He 
was a member of the AHL First All-Star Team and played 
two games for Carolina. 

Noesen was selected by the Ottawa Senators in the first 
round (No. 21) in the 2011 draft. He signed a one-year 
contract with the Hurricanes and could be an unrestricted 
free agent. 

CEDRIC PAQUETTE, LAVAL 

Paquette, a 28-year-old forward, brought Stanley Cup Playoff 
experience to the Laval lineup. 
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He played 25 games and had three assists for the Tampa 
Bay Lightning on their run to the Stanley Cup in 2020. After 
playing 24 regular-season games for Montreal (two assists), 
he has seven points (three goals, four assists) in 14 playoff 
games with Laval in a gritty, two-way role. He also played 14 
regular-season games and had 10 points (nine goals, one 
assist) for Laval. 

Paquette signed a one-year contract with the Canadiens on 
July 28, 2021 and can become an unrestricted free agent. 
He was chosen by Tampa Bay in the fourth round (No. 101) 
of the 2012 draft.

 

 

 

About Last Season: Tony DeAngelo 

A signing that turned a lot of heads, Tony DeAngelo came to 
Raleigh this year and had maybe his best NHL season to 
date.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

Tony DeAngelo 2021-22 By The Numbers 

 Age: 26 

 NHL Seasons: 6 

 Scoring: 10 goals, 41 assists, 51 points in 64 games 

 Playoff Scoring: 1 goal, 9 assists, 10 points in 14 
games 

 Advanced Statistics: 54.83 CF%, 54.87 SCF%, 
55.42 xGF%, 66.33 GF% 

 Average TOI: 16:37 ES, 3:02 PP, 0:08 SH 

 Contract Status: Restricted Free Agent 

One of the most controversial free agent signings for any 
team last summer, the Carolina Hurricanes went out and 
inked Tony DeAngelo to a one-year deal to help quell the 
loss of Dougie Hamilton.  

DeAngelo came in and made an impact from the very start, 
as he finished the year fifth on the Hurricanes with 51 points 
while finishing just three off the team lead with a career-best 
41 assists on the year. He quarterbacked a power play that 
was, at times, dangerous (though at others, not so much), 
and he played a big role in the Hurricanes’ ability to score the 
puck at 5-on-5.  

Apart from the on-ice performance, DeAngelo came into the 
fold with the Canes mired in some controversy from his past. 
And to DeAngelo’s credit, he had absolutely no issues in his 
first year with the Hurricanes. By all accounts he was a 
consummate teammate, and there was not even a sniff of 
anything controversial from him throughout the season. The 
Hurricanes’ brass insisted last offseason that they had done 
their research on DeAngelo and felt he deserved this chance 
with the team, and he delivered on his part to justify their 
faith in him for at least a year.  

DeAngelo came out of the gate offensively on fire in 2021. 
He had two assists in his very first game with the Hurricanes, 
and he contributed 33 points for the team through his first 32 
games. From opening day on Oct. 14 all the way until Jan. 
29, his 34th game of the year, DeAngelo did not have back-
to-back pointless games.  

Things slowed down quite a bit for DeAngelo in the back half 
of the season offensively, as he followed up those 33 points 
in the first 32 games with just 18 points in his last 32. A big 
part of this was the Hurricanes’ power play, led by DeAngelo, 
starting to falter. He had 13 of his 18 power-play assists in 
his first half.  

The playoffs were kind of a similar story for DeAngelo, who 
started things out on fire before starting to struggle. He had 
eight points in seven games in Carolina’s first-round series 
against Boston, but he managed just two points in seven 
games against his former team in the second round as the 
Hurricanes exited the postseason earlier than expected.  

All that was offensive contribution, certainly the stronger part 
of DeAngelo’s game as a blue liner. As good as he was at 
times moving the puck, he was also a liability defensively for 
a whole lot of the season.  

While playing alongside Jaccob Slavin definitely allowed 
DeAngelo to be a little more aggressive in joining the attack, 
he consistently misplayed pucks and opposing skaters to 
allow chances. He isn’t a great defensive defenseman, 
something that was well known even before this season, and 
he had his fair share of struggles there throughout the year.  

All in all, it was an interesting season to say the least for 
DeAngelo. At times, he looked like a completely capable 
offensive replacement for Hamilton, though he never 
matched Hamilton’s defensive abilities. But at other times, 
DeAngelo was somewhat absent.  

Still, DeAngelo came into the mix in Raleigh and played 
arguably the best hockey of his NHL career with the Canes. 
From an on-ice standpoint, DeAngelo’s contributions while 
making just $1 million were a huge value add for the 
Hurricanes. He led the power play. He played on the top 
pairing, and he contributed in a way that I’m not even sure 
the Canes’ front office fully expected.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3367647/2022/06/17/hurricanes-who-stays-who-goes/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/how-to-watch-the-chicago-wolves-in-the-calder-cup-finals/c-334614670 
https://www.nhl.com/news/ahl-notebook-news-and-notes-june-16/c-334628028 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/6/16/23170950/about-last-season-tony-deangelo 
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NHL Draft eligible players ranked by best puck skills, top skaters and 
more 

 

Corey Pronman 

 

Today we look at which prospects in the 2022 NHL Draft are the best 
skaters, have the best puck skills, hockey sense, shot, and are the most 
physically dominant players. 

The numbers of players listed in each group won’t be even, as I’m trying 
to show what the top tier of each attribute is, and that top tier may vary in 
length. 

Best skaters 

Brad Lambert, RW, Pelicans-Liiga 

Denton Mateychuk, LHD, Moose Jaw-WHL 

Ryan Healey, RHD, Sioux Falls-USHL 

Calle Odelius, LHD, Djurgarden-Sweden Jr. 

Michael Fisher, RHD, St. Mark’s-US High School 

Spencer Sova, LHD, Erie-OHL 

Samuel Savoie, LW, Gatineau-QMJHL 

Miguel Tourigny, RHD, Acadie-Bathurst-QMJHL 

Logan Cooley, C, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Frank Nazar, C, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Filip Mesar, RW, Poprad-Slovakia 

Ty Nelson, RHD, North Bay-OHL 

Jere Lassila, C, JYP-Finland Jr. 

Amadeus Lombardi, C, Flint-OHL 

Cedrick Guindon, LW, Owen Sound-OHL 

Jake Livanavage, LHD, Chicago-USHL 

Brad Lambert being atop this list shouldn’t be that surprising to anyone 
who has watched him for a few shifts. Lambert can absolutely fly. He’s a 
one-man zone entry due to his speed and skill. Mateychuk is also a 
player who can play with a lot of pace and make a lot of players miss 
from the offensive blue line due to his feet. Healey didn’t have a great 
draft season, but the talent stands out due to his great skating and some 
offense. His hockey sense and defending are issues, though. Odelius 
has a powerful stride and will be able to skate with pros and transition 
pucks at higher levels despite not being the biggest defenseman. Fisher 
is an intriguing pro prospect due to his large frame and feet, but whether 
he can move the puck is a question. Savoie jets around the ice and 
brings a ton of energy to shifts due to his speed and compete. He’s small 
and doesn’t have much offense, though. 

Brad Lambert (2022) goes end to end. pic.twitter.com/nUWmPJSwug 

— draft guy (@DraftLook) December 25, 2020 

Best puck skills 

Logan Cooley, C, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Danila Yurov, RW, Magnitogorsk-KHL 

Isaac Howard, LW, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Nosh Ostlund, C, Djurgarden-Sweden Jr. 

Juraj Slafkovsky, LW, TPS-Liiga 

Jack Hughes, C, Northeastern-Hockey East 

Viktor Neuchev, LW, Avtomobilist-MHL 

Cooley’s pure skill level is fantastic. He can make unique plays with the 
puck and do so at a high rate. Cooley is not only loved so much because 
of his skill, but also because of his ability to make so many difficult plays 
at a fast pace. In fact, Cooley, Yurov, Ostlund and Slafkovsky can all 
make highly-skilled maneuvers at high speeds. Howard, Hughes and 
Neuchev lack that type of speed, but they can all stickhandle in a phone 
booth — particularly Howard. When Hughes was coming up, I was blown 
away by his skill level. He didn’t have a huge draft season, but if he pops 
in later years it will be due to his skill. 

Best hockey sense 

Lane Hutson, LHD, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Shane Wright, C, Kingston-OHL 

Logan Cooley, C, U.S. NTDP-USHL 
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Simon Nemec, RHD, Nitra-Slovakia 

Matthew Savoie, C/RW, Winnipeg-WHL 

Seamus Casey, RHD, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Mats Lindgren, LHD, Kamloops-WHL 

Jordan Dumais, RW, Halifax-QMJHL 

Miguel Tourigny, RHD, Acadie-Bathurst-QMJHL 

Vladimir Grudinin, LHD, CSKA-MHL 

Calle Odelius, LHD, Djurgarden-Sweden Jr. 

Jeremy Langlois, LHD, Cape Breton-QMJHL 

Hutson’s brain operates differently than other players on the ice. Every 
time he gets the puck, especially in the O-zone, he has the elite vision to 
constantly find plays to make to create chances. His U.S. NTDP 
teammate Casey is also a very clever puck-mover who makes a lot of 
plays, but Hutson is on a different level. Wright, Cooley and Savoie are 
all great playmakers who see the ice at a very high level. They can all 
make plays at fast speeds, and thus project to be able to drive a line at 
higher levels. You see a lot of defensemen on this list who aren’t the 
biggest players like Nemec and Lindgren, but all can move the puck very 
well and provide offense. 

Most physically dominant players 

Jack Sparkes, RHD, St. Michael’s-OJHL 

Maveric Lamoureux, RHD, Drummondville-QMJHL 

Kirill Dolzhenkov, RW, CSKA-MHL 

Lian Bichsel, LHD, Leksands-SHL 

Noah Warren, RHD, Gatineau-QMJHL 

David Jiricek, RHD, Plzen-Czechia 

Nathan Gaucher, C, Quebec-QMJHL 

Reid Schaefer, LW, Seattle-WHL 

Juraj Slafkovsky, LW, TPS-Liiga 

Samuel Mayer, LHD, Peterborough-OHL 

What do I mean by most physically dominant players? I’m trying to 
describe players who are hard to play against, who will wear you down 
and project to win a lot of physical battles versus men. It’s no surprise we 
start with Sparkes and Lamoureux. They are two towers of power at 6-
foot-8 and 6-foot-7 respectively who compete hard and use their big 
frames to win pucks. Dolzhenkov is also a huge man at 6-foot-6, but as a 
forward, you like how he can create around the net and be a presence in 
the high-percentage areas. Defensemen like Bichsel, Warren and Jiricek 
have good size, but arguably are the meanest, most physical defenders 
in the draft who make life miserable for opposing forwards. Gaucher and 
Schaefer, on the other hand, are big, mean forwards who can run over 
opposing defenders and play well in the high-percentage areas. 

The big 6'7" d-man, Maveric Lamoureux, backing up his 'A' ranking for 
the #NHLDraft with a big 2 goal game.@VoltigeursDRU | @QMJHL 
pic.twitter.com/7wCnYTifjm 

— Canadian Hockey League (@CHLHockey) November 22, 2021 

Best shots 

Jonathan Lekkerimaki, RW, Djurgarden-SHL 

Ivan Miroshnichenko, LW, Avangard-VHL 

Cutter Gauthier, C/LW, U.S. NTDP-USHL 

Mattias Havelid, RHD, Linkoping-Sweden Jr. 

Jagger Firkus, RW, Moose Jaw-WHL 

Elias Salomonsson, RHD, Skelleftea-Sweden Jr. 

In terms of pure goal scorers, it doesn’t get much better in this draft than 
Miroshnichenko and Lekkerimaki. They can wire pucks from the dots and 
are constant goal-scoring threats wherever they are in the offensive 
zone, but particularly from the left circle. Gauthier emerged this season 
as a top goal-scoring option too, being the trigger man for Cooley’s 
playmaking on the U.S. NTDP. It’s rare for several defensemen to appear 
on a best-shot list, but Havelid and Salomonsson’s point shots were legit 
threats in the Swedish junior circuit this season. 
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ESPN / 2022 Stanley Cup Final - Does Andrei Vasilevskiy belong on the 
Mount Rushmore of playoff goalies? 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

DENVER -- Even the best in the world can have his bad moments. 

Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final marked the first time Tampa Bay 
Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy had given up three goals in the first 
period of a playoff game. Two of those Colorado Avalanche tallies 
uncharacteristically trickled through him for what could be termed "soft" 
goals, at least by his standards. 

But being the best in the world comes with an unparalleled confidence in 
one's abilities. He stopped every shot he faced until the Avalanche won 
in overtime, challenging attacking players with a ferocity undeterred by 
his first-period struggles. "He's an all-world goaltender. He stood tall and 
gave us a chance to win it," captain Steven Stamkos said. 

The Lightning don't worry about Andrei Vasilevskiy. Frankly, they're in 
awe of him. 

"It's pretty cool to play with a player that's going to go down as one of the 
best that's ever played the game," Tampa Bay Lightning winger Alex 
Killorn said of his goaltender. 

At this point in his career, trying to contextualize the inherent greatness 
of Andrei Vasilevskiy is like awarding an Oscar for best picture halfway 
through a movie's premiere. He turns 28 next month. He's finishing his 
eighth NHL season, all with the Lightning. He led the NHL in regular-
season wins in five of those seasons, capturing the Vezina Trophy in 
2018-19 as the league's top goaltender. 

But it's the postseason accomplishments that have players like Killorn 
anointing Vasilevskiy the GOAT before he turns 30. 

Entering Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final against the Colorado 
Avalanche, he had played in 98 postseason games. He won 61 of them. 
He has a career postseason save percentage of .925, tied with Dominik 
Hasek, which is .001 away from the best of all time. His stats in games in 
which the Lightning eliminated opponents are legendary: He has six 
career series-clinching shutouts, the most in NHL history. 

If coffee is for closers, Vasilevskiy would be Starbucks. 

Oh, and he was the backbone for consecutive Stanley Cup 
championships and potentially a third in a row, collecting a Conn Smythe 
Trophy for playoff MVP in 2021. 

That too. 

There has been some "Goalie Mount Rushmore" talk about Vasilevskiy 
this postseason. Perhaps you've heard it or seen it. So I asked someone 
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whose visage is already chiseled on that cliffside about whether 
Vasilevskiy belongs there at this juncture. 

"I think so," Hockey Hall of Famer Martin Brodeur said. 

"The way he's been playing for the last three years has been 
unbelievable. Some of his stats, those Game 7s and clinching games. It 
takes a special goalie to be that dominant for so many years," he said. 
"How many times would it have been easy for him to say, you know what, 
I had a good run. I won these Stanley Cups. But he just perseveres, you 
know?" 

In case you couldn't tell, Marty is a bit enamored with Vasilevskiy. So is 
his son, as Vasilevskiy is his favorite goaltender -- Brodeur told me that 
he has acquired a few autographed items through Tampa Bay 
goaltending coach Frantz Jean for the young fan in his life. For years, 
Brodeur put Carey Price of the Montreal Canadiens on a pedestal as the 
NHL's greatest modern day goaltender. Vasilevskiy changed that. 

"Since he's been on this run, it switched it for me," Brodeur admitted. 

Brodeur knows a thing or two about postseason success. Or three, 
actually, as in the number of Stanley Cups he won with the New Jersey 
Devils en route to 113 career postseason wins, second all time to Patrick 
Roy (151). 

Three Cups. But not three in a row as Vasilevskiy is attempting to 
achieve. 

"I never had the chance. I went to three Stanley Cup Finals in four years. 
I went back to back [in 2000 and 2001] and lost to Colorado in seven 
games," Brodeur said. "What he's on the verge of doing, it's crazy." 

Let me get out my chisel for the Mount Rushmore of playoff goalies. Roy 
is on there -- I mean, with 151 playoff wins, four Stanley Cups and a 
Conn Smythe paired with three of them, one could argue Roy deserves 
his own mountain. 

I'd chisel Brodeur next to him. That third spot could go to a number of 
players: New York Islanders dynasty goalie Billy Smith, six-Cup winners 
Jacques Plante and Ken Dryden, Edmonton Oilers legend Grant Fuhr 
among them. Pick any of them and you're golden. 

And then I'd chisel Vasilevskiy next to them. 

It's not just the potential three Stanley Cup wins in a row. It's the four trips 
to the conference finals in five years. It's putting up elite numbers in an 
era that's not the friendliest for goalies, against the greatest offensive 
talent we've ever seen. It's the way he has done it: 13 series-clinching 
wins in his playoff career, trailing only Marc-Andre Fleury (16) among 
active goalies, with a .991 save percentage in his past eight series-
clinching wins, dating back to the 2020 Stanley Cup Final. 

Again, just my opinion. Others don't necessarily share it. 

"It's a little early to be talking about the Mount Rushmore of goalies 
because I've got a lot of respect for guys going back to the Johnny Bower 
days," said Brian Engblom, a former NHL defenseman who has been a 
broadcaster for the Lightning during Vasilevskiy's career. "It's a hard 
question. You're talking about the whole history of the NHL. You have to 
take longevity into it, right? He can't have done any better than he has up 
until this point, and I fully expect him to keep doing the same thing." 

What does Vasilevskiy do that makes him better than everyone else? 

"He is a machine," Engblom said. "He's got the best legs of any goalie 
I've ever seen in the National Hockey League. He's so fast. They call him 
the Big Cat for a reason. I've seen so many plays where guys come in 
and give a million-dollar move and then he shoots out a leg. You can see 
the expression on the forward's face: 'C'mon, you didn't stop that one, 
that's impossible.' He does the impossible." 

What does that mean? 

"He can go both directions at the same time." 

Like Mr. Fantastic from the Fantastic Four? 

"Watch him in the warm-ups. He'll sit in the splits for like 30 seconds, like 
a gymnast. He's a phenomenal athlete, incredibly powerful and all the 
attributes. But more than anything, he's driven to be a winner. He's driven 
to be the best." 

I asked Vasilevskiy's backup, Brian Elliott, about that drive to succeed. 

"It's pretty special. It's something that when I signed here I was really 
happy to be partnered up with him. One of the best guys to do it," Elliott 
said. "I was lucky enough to have one of those stints when Marty Brodeur 
was with us in St. Louis. It's something you never forget, being at a 
practice and looking at a legend at the other end. [Vasy] is making 
himself into one of those guys that'll go down in history. That's pretty 
special to me." 

Does he belong on the Mount Rushmore of playoff goalies? 

"I don't put him there. He puts himself there," Elliott deadpanned. "I don't 
get into that whole debate. He's proven, and still proving, what he can 
do." 

The mind boggles at what Vasilevskiy could end up proving when all is 
said and done. His first full season as a starter was 2017-18. He has 
gotten 188 wins in the five-year span since then out of 372 possible 
games due to shortened seasons (winning 50.5% of his team's games). 
According to ESPN Stats & Information, five more seasons at that win 
rate would mean 207 victories; 10 more seasons would be 414 more 
victories. The latter would put him at 643 career wins, or 48 behind 
Brodeur's all-time record of 691. 

Hypothetically, even if we dock Vasilevskiy 10 wins in Years 6-10 due to 
his age and/or playing with lesser teams, he'd still be approaching 600 
wins and easily be in second place in NHL history. 

Does Brodeur hear the footsteps? 

"Not yet," he said. "He's got a little ways to go, but that's fine. Like I told 
you before, if someone gets to the record, they're going to deserve it." 

As I admire my masonry work in putting Andrei Vasilevskiy on my Mount 
Rushmore of playoff goalies, I agree with Brodeur. Vasilevskiy is not 
quite there on the Mount Rushmore of regular-season goalies. 

Not yet, at least. 

"You're getting maybe half his face on Mount Rushmore," Engblom said, 
metaphorical chisel in hand. "I'll reserve the other half for when he plays 
for another eight or nine years." 

Until then, we'll continue to witness the burgeoning legend of Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. 

"That's how you gauge players: how they play in big-time games," Killorn 
said. "He's been nothing but tremendous in these games." 

Jersey Foul of the week 

From humid Tampa Bay: 

    ECF #JerseyFoul pic.twitter.com/GPKdZ6DxdD 

    — Greg Wyshynski (@wyshynski) June 12, 2022 

There was some debate among Lightning fans as to why this celebration 
of Phil Esposito, the Hockey Hall of Famer who was a driving force in 
expansion to Tampa, should be considered a Foul. 

At a minimum, it's because this is a hockey jersey, not a billboard, and 
should be treated as such. But also, from a design standpoint, that giant 
blue ocean of color under the nameplate is just aesthetically distracting. 
At least put a No. 92 there in honor of when the team was founded. 
Although it would still be a Foul. 

Video of the week 
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The Avalanche are in the Stanley Cup Final. It's about time this gets 
unearthed. 

In 2012, Imagine Dragons put out a video for their song "Radioactive" 
that featured Alexandra Daddario and a subplot about Muppet pit 
fighting. This somehow inspired the Colorado Avalanche to create their 
own version of a "Radioactive" video in 2014 that featured current 
players Gabriel Landeskog and Nathan MacKinnon as well as former Avs 
Paul Stastny and Matt Duchene. 

There's a lot of sweat. And lip-syncing. And sweaty lip-syncing. There's 
also a clip of then-head coach Patrick Roy trying to fight Bruce Boudreau 
between the benches, which was truly radioactive. 

"Imagine Avs," as it was known, was a collaboration between the team 
and Imagine Dragons. The Avalanche actually deleted it from their official 
YouTube channel some time ago. You can watch it above or on 
Streamable. 

We demand a remake if they win the Stanley Cup. Or, if they lose, force 
the players to sweaty-lip-sync to "Thunder." 

Winners and losers of the week 

Winner: Vegas Golden Knights 

Bruce Cassidy is a terrific coach and a straightforward one. He's as 
candid as they come. His hiring will benefit the Golden Knights, who 
could use someone to slice through the nonsense and take a fresh look 
under the hood to see what's wrong with their engine. For Cassidy, he 
takes over a contender on the way up instead of a fading one in Boston. 
Good news all around with this hire. 

Loser: Secrecy 

I like John Tortorella with the Philadelphia Flyers, a hiring that ESPN's 
Kevin Weekes said is in the works. You couldn't cook up a better 
aesthetic and philosophical fit than Seething Man and the Broad Street 
Bullies. That said, it's a tough look for the Flyers to have reports that 
Barry Trotz was (a) their first choice and (b) turned down $7 million 
annually (!) to coach the team. 

Winner: Arizona Coyotes 

Find me anyone who loves anything more than Gary Bettman loves the 
Arizona market for the NHL. At his state of the league news conference, 
the commissioner once again went to bat for the Coyotes' three-year 
(plus an option for a fourth!) plan to play in an arena at Arizona State 
University that seats no more than 5,000 fans. 

"It's not unprecedented. You do what you have to do if you believe in the 
market long term. We remain excited and optimistic about the [Tempe] 
project," he said, citing the possible arena project that would be 
constructed while the Coyotes play at ASU. Bettman even cited several 
examples of teams playing in smaller venues temporarily, like the San 
Jose Sharks at the Cow Palace and Tampa Bay Lightning at Expo Hall. 
Never mind those were expansion teams, and that those placeholder 
venues still hold twice the capacity of ASU. 

Loser: San Jose Sharks 

NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly revealed that the Evander Kane 
contract termination grievance with the San Jose Sharks "has been 
delayed due to scheduling conflicts with the case's arbitrator, and may 
not be reached before free agency opens July 13." 

While this obviously affects Kane, writer Sheng Peng spells out why it 
impacts the Sharks even more, from cap space to buyout decisions. 

Winner: Emphatic decisions 

Kudos to the NHL for quickly and sternly addressing the elephant in the 
room: What happens when the Lightning or Avalanche win the Cup and 
one of their Russian players wants to take the chalice to their homeland, 
which is currently being ostracized by the NHL for its invasion of 
Ukraine? 

"We made both clubs aware already with respect to this summer, the 
Cup is not going to Russia or Belarus," Daly said. "We may owe a Cup 
trip in the future, just like we did with the pandemic. But it's not happening 
this summer." 

Loser: Gerard Gallant 

I received a few text messages from hockey public relations 
professionals who were stunned by the Rangers coach's fumbling of 
Kaapo Kakko's healthy scratch in Game 6 against the Lightning. Gallant 
refused to address it during the game or after the game. 

It was only later that he revealed it was only a decision meant to give his 
team the best possible lineup. But by refusing to engage on the matter, 
Gallant opened up the spigot for a flood of speculation about Kakko and 
the "real" reason he was out of the lineup, from an incident with the 
coach to other more extreme theories. That's a shame and something 
completely unwarranted. It's such an unforced error. 

Puck headlines 

    LeBron James meets the Stanley Cup. 

    E. with a lengthy essay that includes this interesting thought: "Connor 
McDavid has the skills he has, in part, because he is the first real star of 
the post-headshot era." 

    On an all-Black hockey team in Minnesota. "To have a team like this 
come through here is no better way to say, 'We've arrived. We're here. 
Hockey is literally for everyone.' This proves it." 

    The only way the World Cup of Hockey can be a success is if it's held 
during the season. Happy to hear this is the plan. 

    What the scouts are saying about top NHL prospects. "I would take 
Slafkovsky. He's a difference maker, you saw it at the Hlinka, the 
Olympics, the Worlds. I'm not sure Wright is a difference maker type of 
player. There were a lot of games I wondered where the effort and drive 
to take over the game was from him." 

    Congrats to the Rangers for their forward-thinking decision to have 
Jessica Campbell serve as a coach during the 2022 Rangers 
Development Camp set for later this summer. 

    "Despite overtures and flirtations, especially with Rockets owner 
Tilman Fertitta once expressing adding a major league hockey franchise 
to the Toyota Center, anything resembling an outright NHL-to-Houston 
move is purely rumor and speculation in 2022." Oh, OK, glad we cleared 
that up. 

    What a potential Alex DeBrincat trade could look like for the Chicago 
Blackhawks. "If the Blackhawks do decide to go all in with a rebuild and 
deal DeBrincat there should be no shortage of interested teams. New 
Jersey, Buffalo, and Detroit need something to jumpstart their rebuild. 
Calgary might have to replace Johnny Gaudreau. Los Angeles and the 
New York Islanders need another star. What that trade looks like though 
remains to be seen. But there is at least a potential framework out there 
based on similar deals in the salary cap era." 

Jake Thibeault walking across the stage at his graduation is the kind of 
thing that makes your week. 
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ESPN / 2022 Stanley Cup Final - Game 1 of Avalanche-Lightning gave 
us everything we could have wanted 

 

Kristen Shilton, Greg Wyshynski 
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The 2022 Stanley Cup Final between the Colorado Avalanche and 
Tampa Bay Lightning got off to a rollicking start, with Colorado jumping 
out to a 3-1 lead in the first period, Tampa Bay tying it in the second, and 
the Avalanche prevailing 4-3 in overtime. 

What did we learn in Game 1 and how will it impact the rest of the 
series? We asked hockey reporters Kristen Shilton and Greg Wyshynski 
for their biggest takeaways from the Avs' opening-game victory. 

If Game 1 is any indication, this Stanley Cup Final could be one for the 
books. 

Colorado dominated the first period. Tampa Bay took over in the second. 
By the third, the teams were knotted 3-3, and it seemed only fitting for the 
game to reach overtime. 

When Andre Burakovsky scored a great goal for Colorado, it was almost 
disappointing to see the evening end. The back-and-forth could have 
gone on forever. 

Andrei Vasilevskiy wasn't at his best to start for Tampa Bay, giving up 
three goals on 15 shots in the first period, but he bounced back to play 
like the Vezina Trophy winner the Lightning have relied on in their 
championship run. Count on him to have a more complete performance 
in Game 2. 

Colorado's resilience continued to shine through. The Avalanche haven't 
become rattled by any ups and downs in the playoffs, and Wednesday 
night was no exception. Blowing a two-goal lead to the two-time Cup 
champs might have gotten into a lesser team's head. Not Colorado. Its 
entire success in these playoffs has been about staying true to 
themselves. There was no panic. The Avalanche's depth came through 
again. 

What's to come on Saturday when these two face off again? More of the 
same, please. A lot more. -- Kristen Shilton 

Lightning have been here before 

Losing a Game 1 isn't exactly a faith-shattering development for the 
Lightning. On the contrary, it's downright commonplace in their journey 
toward a three-peat. 

In 11 playoff series since 2020, the Lightning have lost the opening game 
five times. That includes two of three series in this postseason: The 
Lightning dropped opening games to the Toronto Maple Leafs and New 
York Rangers by a combined score of 11-2. Each time, they've rallied to 
win the series. 

"I think that's the great thing about our group: There aren't many 
situations that we haven't been in," winger Alex Killorn said. "It feels like 
we've seen it all. We're not worried. We're confident going forward. But 
there's definitely a lot more work to be done." 

The message was clear from the Lightning and their coach after the 
Game 1 loss to the Avalanche. They felt they "dipped their toe" into the 
game rather than establishing themselves in the first period, allowing 
Colorado to take that early two-goal lead. 

"Maybe we were just trying to get a feel for them. It's got to be the other 
way around. We have to come out and set the tone. We knew they were 
going to have a good start. We just weren't as ready as we'd like to be," 
Killorn said. 

Coach Jon Cooper tried to accentuate the positives. 

"Anytime you lose Game 1, you're not feeling great about it. We probably 
dipped our toes in the water at the beginning of the game and obviously 
dug ourselves a hole. But there were stretches of that game I liked what 
we were doing and I stretches I didn't, and I can say that about Game 1 
in Toronto and Game 1 against the Rangers," the coach said. 

"So we have to clean this up. There's some positive signs in this game, 
but the right team won the game. So give them credit for pulling it out." 

Mostly, the Lightning felt like they did after those other Game 1 efforts: 
That their opponent hadn't seen their best because it was yet to come. 

"We've got better in us, though. I don't think by a country mile that we 
gave them our best game and we still had a chance to pull it out. But to 
beat a talented team like that ... we've got a better game in us," Cooper 
said. 

They'd better have one. It's well established that losing Game 1 of a 
series isn't ideal. Since the Stanley Cup Final moved to a best-of-seven 
in 1939, teams that win Game 1 have a series record of 62-20 (.756). But 
if the Lightning were to go down 2-0 to the Avalanche, it would mean 
they've dug a two-game hole in the conference finals and Stanley Cup 
Final. According to ESPN Stats & Information research, no team has 
trailed 2-0 in the final two rounds of the playoffs since the Chicago Black 
Hawks in 1965. In fact, only four teams in NHL history have done so -- 
and none of them won the Stanley Cup. -- Greg Wyshynski 

Rust? What rust? 

Much was made about the eight days Colorado had off between Game 4 
of the Western Conference finals and Game 1 of the Cup Final. It was 
much ado about nothing. 

The Avalanche showed no hint of rust following their long layoff. Sure, 
the game's first few shifts were sloppy (on both sides), but looking a little 
nervous to start the most important game of your season is to be 
expected. 

And that first minute was the last one where Colorado appeared to feel 
any effect of not playing for more than a week. 

The Avalanche used a momentum-shifting penalty kill early in the first 
period to generate all-important scoring momentum. Just 40 seconds 
after Josh Manson was released from the box, Gabriel Landeskog made 
it 1-0. The captain who, at Colorado's lowest point in 2017, thought the 
team might never experience this type of success had scored the Cup 
Final's first goal. 

Less than two minutes after that, Valeri Nichushkin had the Avalanche up 
2-0. 

The first period was half over. If either team looked sleepy at that point, it 
wasn't Colorado. The Avs were up 3-1 by the end of that frame. 

Colorado got away from its game in the second period when Tampa Bay 
scored two quick goals to knot the score, 3-3. But they had fresh enough 
legs to outlast the Lightning when it mattered most, making the right 
moves in overtime to set up Burakovsky's winner. 

It was another example of how Colorado's depth has been -- and likely 
will continue to be -- a defining factor in this postseason. The Avalanche 
have rarely had to rely solely on their stars to produce, and that depth will 
continue to push Tampa Bay's buttons and challenge even an all-world 
netminder like Vasilevskiy. -- Shilton 

Rally around Vasy 

Statistically speaking, this was the worst start of a game that Vasilevskiy 
has had in his career. It was the first time the Lightning goalie had 
allowed three goals in the first period. While the 5-on-3 goal by Artturi 
Lehkonen that made it 3-1 was gift-wrapped by his teammates' penalties, 
the first two goals he surrendered where uncharacteristically stoppable: a 
puck trickling through his pads that Landeskog tapped in and the first 
five-hole goal he had given up all postseason. 

It says everything about Vasilevskiy's value to the Lightning that 
postgame comments weren't just supportive but basically exonerating. 

"I thought he was dialed in. The first one, moving screen, so that was a 
tough one for him. The second one, maybe. But I thought he was 
probably our best player tonight," Cooper said. 

The fact that Vasilevskiy ended up making 34 saves on the night, 
steadying himself until Burakovsky's overtime winner, was a point of 
pride for his teammates. 
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"That's expected. That's why he's one of the best in the world. He's 
always going to be ready to do well in those situations," Killorn said. 

There's obvious reason for optimism that Vasilevskiy's Game 1 hiccups 
won't be repeated. In the first game of his four playoff series, Vasilevskiy 
is 1-3 with a 3.99 goals-against average and a .884 save percentage. In 
Games 2-7 of those series? Vasilevskiy is 11-3 with a 1.90 GAA and a 
.939 save percentage. 

"Vasy, obviously, is a difference-maker. The best goalie in the world. 
He's our best player. He can steal games and he can win games for 
himself. He almost did it tonight," defenseman Mikhail Sergachev said. -- 
Wyshynski 

Confident in Kuemper? 

While Colorado hadn't played in a while, Darcy Kuemper had endured an 
even longer absence than his teammates. 

The Avalanche goalie's last appearance was more than two weeks ago, 
when he suffered an upper-body injury in Game 1 of Colorado's Western 
Conference finals matchup against Edmonton on May 30. 

Pavel Francouz won four straight in his absence, but it was Kuemper 
back in the starter's crease for Game 1 of the Cup Final. 

Kuemper had been solid in the postseason (.897 SV%, 2.65 GAA) while 
battling through injuries in the first round (eye) and the conference finals. 
He started out with a few sharp saves on Colorado's early penalty kill, 
then got beat by Nick Paul after he walked around Erik Johnson and 
went in alone on Kuemper. 

The Lightning's offensive attack got rolling in the second, and Kuemper 
struggled to keep up. He made one great save on Nikita Kucherov early 
in the period, but had no answer when Kucherov teed up Ondrej Palat for 
a goal, followed less than a minute later by Mikhail Sergachev's game-
tying score. 

Kuemper had to be good in the third, and did enough to hold Tampa Bay 
off, allowing Colorado to come through in overtime. The veteran finished 
with 20 saves and a .870 save percentage. It's not a stellar stat line, but 
the way Kuemper stood tall in the third was enough to give Colorado 
confidence he'll carry them through. And knowing Francouz is right 
behind him and ready to take over should be motivation for Kuemper to 
step up further in Game 2 (and beyond) when the series inevitably gets 
tighter and more heated. -- Shilton 

Burakovsky feels amazing after OT winner in Game 1 

Andre Burakovsky reacts to scoring the game-winning goal in overtime to 
give the Avalanche the Game 1 victory in the Stanley Cup Final. 

Brayden Point handles tough 'jump' 

Lightning center Brayden Point knew what he was getting into. He 
acknowledged before Game 1, his first action since suffering a lower-
body injury in Game 7 against the Maple Leafs on May 14, that adapting 
to the speed and flow of the Stanley Cup playoffs again might take some 
time. 

Point ended up playing 17:59 in Game 1, skating with forwards Nick Paul 
and Ross Colton. He picked up a secondary assist on Paul's first-period 
goal, giving him five points in eight postseason games. He saw first-unit 
power-play time. 

There were moments when he looked like himself, like when he nearly 
stickhandled through three Avalanche defenders on a zone entry. There 
were moments when he seemed a step behind, and he didn't register a 
shot attempt in the game. The postgame press conference were a 
reminder that Point is still working his way back: a scheduled media 
appearance was scrapped as he received treatment. 

That said, the Lightning were both impressed and inspired by his 
performance. 

"He's a warrior. He's going to gut it out. It's just great for him to get back 
and great for our team to see him back out there. I thought he played 
fine," captain Steven Stamkos said. 

"Whenever we get him back in our lineup, it's huge for our team," Killorn 
said. "The way he can skate, it's similar to their players in the sense that 
he can take over a game." 

Coach Jon Cooper felt it was an important return for his team, now and 
for the rest of the series. 

"Point helps our team. Was Brayden Point the Brayden Point before his 
injury? Probably not, but that is his first game in well over a month and 
we played the fastest team in the league," Cooper said. "So it's a tough 
one to jump into, but I thought he did great." -- Wyshynski 

Potent penalty kill 

Colorado's penalty kill was outstanding in Game 1, which is a good thing, 
because the Avalanche would have been in trouble otherwise. It also 
sets up a compelling storyline for the rest of the Cup Final. 

Tampa Bay got one of its most dangerous players back Wednesday in 
Brayden Point, and he was right back on the team's top power play unit. 
Point alone is enough to give Colorado fits. 

But the Avalanche's penalty kill was up to the task. It was aggressive in 
challenging the Lightning's shooters. Players made key shot blocks -- 
including a massive one by Jack Johnson on Tampa Bay's first power 
play -- and got the necessary clears even as the Lightning battled to keep 
pucks in the zone. 

Colorado allowed only two shots on Tampa Bay's first two attempts. But 
the Avalanche's third kill -- with the game tied in the third period -- was 
their biggest. When every decision could lead to a go-ahead goal, the 
Avalanche made every right choice killing off the minor infraction. There's 
a fine line between doing too much and not enough, and Colorado's kill 
was the perfect balance. 

Game 1 was a perfect example of why special teams matter so much in 
the first place. Colorado and Tampa Bay couldn't be more evenly 
matched. Either side could find an edge on the power play one night, or 
the penalty kill another. That margin for error is wafer thin all over the ice, 
and what we'll see in the games to come is how one facet can ultimately 
make a significant difference in the outcome. -- Shilton 
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Sportsnet.ca / Losing Game 1 isn’t new to Lightning, but trailing 
Avalanche is a different story 

 

ken-wiebe  

 

DENVER - Jon Cooper wasn’t blowing smoke, and he wasn’t trying to 
light a fire under the two-time defending champions either. 

When the head coach of the Tampa Bay Lightning stepped to the podium 
and said that “the right team won” after the Colorado Avalanche earned a 
4-3 overtime victory in Game 1 of the Stanley Cup final, he wasn’t trying 
to inflate the ego of his opponent either. 

This was an experienced and articulate coach feeling the emotion of an 
outing where his team was badly outplayed at times, yet still found a way 
to hang around, overcoming a pair of two-goal deficits and got the game 
to a fourth period before Andre Burakovsky delivered a dagger after 
another unforced error. 
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When speaking to reporters via zoom on Thursday morning, Cooper 
made it clear he was not looking for a psychological edge, he was just 
speaking the truth. 

“I think when I’m speaking to the media, I’m speaking to the media. But 
I’m a pretty straight-up guy. What I say in the room, I don’t B.S. the 
guys,” said Cooper. “I told them we had better in us and they know that 
they have better in us. I’m not (going) to say that in every loss, we’ve got 
better in us. We’ve played some good games and lost (where) we have 
better in us when we’ve won, but we’re pretty straightforward with our 
group. 

“There’s no trying to send messages in the media or anything like that. 
I’m not trying to hide who is in or out of the lineup. This group has been 
through too much together and the best policy is to be straight up with 
them and everyone in that room agrees we could have executed better.” 

One of the many things we’ve learned about Cooper and the Lightning is 
that slow starts to a series are not uncommon - and history has shown 
that hasn’t proved to be an impediment in the race to four victories in a 
series. 

Resilience is a word that gets tossed around freely, but the Lightning 
embody the definition. 

Just last round, this team was down 2-0 in the series to the New York 
Rangers, then trailed 2-0 in Game 3. 

But just when you thought the team that wears the crown was about to 
relinquish it, not only did they find a way to avoid an 0-3 series deficit, 
they never lost another game in the series - and they gave up a single 
goal at five-on-five during the final four contests. 

“It’s not about winning Game 1,” said Cooper. “Yeah, would we like to win 
every single game? There’s no question. But we’ve also started out on 
the road for all four series. So the fact that we’ve won one of them is kind 
of a bonus on our side. But it’s about winning the series. Yeah, it sucks 
we lost Game 1, but let’s turn the page here and let’s see if we can get 
Game 2. It’s about the series.” 

Going into this battle of heavyweights, it was safe to say that each team 
was about to face its toughest task in terms of dealing with an opponent. 

That prediction proved to be accurate in an opener that lived up to the 
advance billing. 

As impressive as the Avalanche was at times, this was not a vintage 
performance from the Lightning. 

The stars on the Avalanche were mostly shining and not just because of 
their presence on the scoresheet. 

Why Cooper doesn't 'bs' the guys, 'there's no trying to send messages in 
the media' 

Meanwhile, there were some quiet performances from the top guns on 
the Lightning, though Brayden Point was effective as he returned to the 
lineup for the first time since suffering a lower-body injury in Game 7 
against the Toronto Maple Leafs in the opening round, playing just under 
19 minutes and chipping in an assist. 

Captain Steven Stamkos was mostly held in check, while top blue-liner 
Victor Hedman made a couple of uncharacteristic turnovers and 
occasionally looked out of sorts. 

Hedman was also visibly frustrated after taking a hit from Avalanche 
defenceman Josh Manson in the first period, not surprising when you 
consider the high check he took from Rangers forward Alexis Lafreniere 
in Game 6 last round. 

When you look at the respective track records, you can expect Stamkos 
and Hedman to put their stamp on the series before too long. 

These are two great leaders and they know exactly what it takes when 
the stakes are high. 

“The mindset is, we're here to win a series and you don't know when 
that's going to come: four games, five, six, seven, you never know,” 
Stamkos said after Game 1. “We've done a great job of making 
adjustments after losses. So we’ll look to do that.” 

Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy wasn’t as sharp as usual early, failing 
to handle a Mikko Rantanen shot that led to a Gabe Landeskog rebound, 
allowing a wrister through the five-hole to Valeri Nichushkin. 

But Vasilevskiy settled in and made a number of important stops to keep 
his team within striking distance and allowing them to get to overtime, 
finishing with 34 saves. 

He almost never loses consecutive starts (once in the past 18 playoff 
games) and being able to lean on your netminder in times like this is a 
luxury many teams simply don’t have. 

Another thing about the Lightning is that we know they’re a tough out. 

They’ve made a habit out of absorbing punches, but avoiding a knockout. 

Cooper on losing another Game 1: 'It's not about riding the wave of one 
game' 

That mentality doesn’t change after an overtime loss and the belief 
remains strong, something which is easier to lean on when you’ve been 
to the top of the mountain. 

It’s a focused and upbeat group, one that’s overcome numerous bumps 
in the road in the past and isn’t ready to relinquish the belt, at least not 
without putting up a fight. 

“I think that's the point, right? It's not about riding the wave of one game. 
If this was a best two out of three, well, then maybe our emotions would 
be a little different,” said Cooper. “But it's a best of seven. And for us, 
we've been swept, we've swept teams, we've won Game 6 5-4, whatever 
it is. But it's kind of about getting our feet under us. It's understanding 
we're playing a different team. 

“We can't win the series all in one game, and they've been really good at 
that. That's taken some time for us to kind of fall into that mindset, but 
we've really developed that over the years and hopefully one more series 
we can carry that through and take another step forward in Game 2.” 

Cooper is known for his ability to adapt, both within games and within a 
series. 

With an extra day between Games 1 and 2 (set for Saturday at Ball 
Arena, on Sportsnet at 8 p.m. ET/ 5 p.m. PT), you can be sure he’s going 
to be looking for an edge - whether that’s tinkering with lines or trying to 
search for solutions for how to possibly slow down an Avalanche team 
that often got up to warp speed in the opener. 

Cooper was bang-on in his assessment - the Lightning do need to be 
better if they plan to even this series before it shifts to Florida and avoid 
another 0-2 hole. 

“It wasn’t an effort thing, it was an execution thing and our details in our 
game, we need to be a hell of a lot better if we’re going to take this team 
out,” said Cooper. “But did they have that message before I went to the 
podium? Yes they did.” 

Not only did the Lightning get the message. Chances are pretty good that 
they’re going to respond to it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Weber trade adheres to Hughes' long-term plan for 
Canadiens 

Why trading Weber for Dadonov makes sense for the Canadiens 
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Eric Engelss June 16, 2022, 10:45 PM 

 

MONTREAL — You might consider it a precarious situation, but it’s one 
the Montreal Canadiens can reverse to achieve exactly what they want to 
achieve when they want to achieve it. 

This team’s current salary-cap situation is an utter mess. It won’t be 
cleaned up in time to ice a roster that can obtain a much better result 
next season than the pitiful one it notched this past season. And no 
matter how many pre-draft/pre-free agency moves general manager Kent 
Hughes adds to the one he made on Thursday, nothing is going to 
significantly alter that reality. 

But Hughes’ commitment to building a team that can sustain success 
over the long-term alleviates any pressure he’s under to immediately 
transition the Canadiens away from the bottom of the standings. It 
enables him to be patient, even as he approaches the steps that will lay 
the foundation for a healthier cap situation down the line. And so long as 
he sticks to it, he can live with most of the current mess and still achieve 
his goal. 

Yes, even with Shea Weber and his dead cap hit traded to the Vegas 
Golden Knights to acquire Evgenii Dadonov — a move that frees up 
$2.85 million in cap space for next season but eliminates the possibility of 
using LTIR space Weber affords — the Canadiens are swimming cross-
current. According to CapFriendly.com, they’ve got over $80 million 
committed to just 19 players next season and contracts to sign with 
promising restricted free agents Alex Romanov and Rem Pitlick. There’s 
very little they can do over the coming weeks to create the space needed 
under the $82.5-million upper limit of the cap to be big-game hunters in 
free agency come mid-July (which is something they would need to be in 
order to significantly improve come October). 

Hughes, Canadiens traded Weber under the assumption of long-term 
unavailability 

But even if Hughes said on Thursday that he’ll listen to offers on almost 
all his players because that’s what 32nd-place teams should do, and 
even if he said that “hopefully there will be more news to come in terms 
of changes here” to create immediate cap flexibility, he’s already made it 
clear he won’t deviate from his primary objective to create that flexibility. 

“I think I’ve said since the very beginning that, with everything we do or 
try to do, we’ve got an objective of trying to put a team on the ice that can 
win on a continual or sustainable basis and that everything that we do will 
be first and foremost with that objective in mind,” Hughes said moments 
after the Weber trade was completed. 

“So, when we make a trade like this, whether it limits us short-term or 
not, I think it benefits us certainly from a longer-term perspective — 
Years, 2, 3 and 4 — and I think that’s what’s most important for us.” 

Everything that comes next for the Canadiens is with that in mind. 

Are they going to trade Jeff Petry and the last three years of his $25-
million contract? Yes. 

But Hughes reiterated he’ll be patient and won’t trade futures to do it if a 
proper market for the 34-year-old defenceman doesn’t emerge over the 
coming days/weeks. 

It’s a safe bet that a Petry trade will eventually be consummated and 
provide the Canadiens some of the relief they desire down the line — 
and they’d prefer to have it done ahead of free agency to obtain some 
relief right now — but they’re under no pressure whatsoever to do 
something that will benefit them immediately when they can’t make 
enough other moves in the short-term to significantly alter their standing. 

Hughes has Josh Anderson locked in at $5.5 million on the cap for each 
of the next five seasons and he confirmed his phone is ringing as much 
as it did for the power winger this past trade deadline, which is to say it’s 
ringing a lot. 

But the GM won’t rush to move Anderson just to get his contract off the 
books. There’s no urgency to move the unique package Anderson 
provides at his top end — 28-year-old, six-foot-three, 227-pound scoring 
wingers who fight and hit and skate like the wind aren’t exactly in wide 
circulation — after a season that saw him perform mostly below 
expectation. 

So, Hughes will be patient. 

With the opportunity that presented itself overnight from Wednesday to 
Thursday, there was no need to be patient. Hughes was offered a trade 
that will benefit the Canadiens both in the short- and long-term and pulled 
the trigger on it. 

Sure, he acknowledged the pitfalls of it — that if Carey Price is healthy 
enough to play next season, he’s traded away the ability to use the long-
term injury reserve space Weber’s situation afforded him — but also said 
that it was a move worth making to clear Weber’s $7.85-million hit off his 
books (specifically for the three years that follow this next one) because it 
frees up some of the space that will be needed to, for example, keep 
Cole Caufield in Montreal beyond next season. 

Hughes also explained it was a necessary move given the uncertainty of 
Price’s situation. 

Having the goaltender, who makes $10.5 million on the cap in each of 
the next four years, join Weber on LTIR because he can’t heal from his 
knee injury would prevent the Canadiens from spending the money they 
feel they need to spend over time in order to be a contender. 

Not that the Canadiens couldn’t technically exceed the cap by close to 
the $20 million Weber and Price count for; it’s just that it’s financially 
unfeasible for them to do it for four years. 

“I don’t think the system is really made to have $20 million (tied up that 
way each year),” Hughes said, and he was right. That wouldn’t be good 
for any team. 

Even the mighty Montreal Canadiens, who have no qualms spending to 
the cap, have budgetary considerations — especially now, three years 
into a pandemic that’s severely affected the team’s revenue. 

Hughes explains Canadiens' LTIR situation, plan for Price's uncertain 
future 

So do the Golden Knights, but this deal was good for them. They’re a 
current contender that cleared the last year of Dadonov’s contract off the 
books and saved almost $6.5 million in actual dollars by moving 
Dadonov’s salary and not having to pay all of Weber’s because it’s 
mostly covered by insurance. They also gained flexibility by ridding 
themselves of Dadonov’s $5-million cap hit and obtained the LTIR space 
Weber’s contract provides. 

There’s another part of it that works for Montreal, too. 

“We were able to get a player who can help us offensively right now,” 
said Hughes. “I expect that we’ll continue to have a need to find more 
flexibility on the cap in future years, so we’ll see what happens, but I think 
(Dadonov) can help us next year.” 

The 33-year-old Russian, who scored 20 goals and 43 points in 78 
games with the Golden Knights this past season, isn’t likely to hurt one of 
the NHL’s least potent offences. And if he helps it, Hughes can 
potentially flip him for a future asset at the deadline — one that 
potentially helps the Canadiens compete when they want to be 
competitive. 

Either way, Dadonov’s $5 million is coming off the books after next 
season, and it’s not the only salary doing so. 

Paul Byron and Jonathan Drouin could both be moved this off-season. 
But if neither of them are, the Canadiens will still gain future flexibility by 
allowing them to walk to free agency next summer, and that’s another 
$8.9 million clear. 
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Jake Allen is also coming into his last season at $2.875 million and, 
depending on Price’s situation, it could be his last one in Montreal. And 
that’s just one more example of how the Canadiens will gain the flexibility 
they require. 

With patience will come more opportunity, as this team enters its 
intended window to win. 

It would be problematic, if not completely disastrous, if the Canadiens 
couldn’t afford to — or weren’t willing to — wait. 

But they can ride this out and end up better off. They said that was their 
plan all along, and they appear to be sticking to it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Why the Devon Toews trade was such a steal for Joe 
Sakic 

 

Luke Fox 

 

DENVER – What am I going to do with all my furniture? 

That was the first thought that buzzed through Devon Toews' mind on 
Oct. 12, 2020 – the day he was blindsided by a trade from the New York 
Islanders to the Colorado Avalanche. 

The affable defenceman says he and his sweetheart, Kerry, had just 
gotten married two days prior and were still riding “that wedding high” 
when GM Lou Lamoriello suddenly shipped him one conference and two 
times zones to the west. 

“For a very brief moment, it was a down feeling — because we had such 
good people out there, and my wife's family is from the northeast. So, we 
had a lot of support out there. And then to know that we were being 
traded to a team where we didn't know anybody out here was a little bit 
nerve-wracking,” Toews explains. 

“We just had to roll with the punches.” 

Watch the NHL on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream Hockey Night in Canada, Scotiabank Wednesday Night Hockey, 
the Oilers, Flames, Canucks, Leafs, outdoor games, Stanley Cup 
Playoffs & NHL Draft. 

Choose from two package options that work best for you 

Toews was a puck-mover on the rise, a 2014 fourth-rounder rounding 
into form, and a key piece in helping the Isles reach the 2020 Conference 
Final. He was also a heck of an asset, and a restricted free agent who 
had filed a salary arbitration case against a franchise tight to the cap. 

Lamoriello trusted emerging first-rounder Noah Dobson would be able to 
fill some of Toews' void for cheap, so he dealt Toews to Colorado’s Joe 
Sakic for a pair of second-round picks in the 2021 (Finnish centre Aatu 
Raty) and 2022 drafts. 

If we are to adjudicate the transaction today, Sakic and Toews look like 
clear winners. 

Certainly, it did not go unnoticed when Lamoriello’s club missed the 
playoffs this season, and the GM stated that a primary off-season 
objective would be improving his defence "offensively." 

Toews’ bummed-out reaction to getting uprooted quickly subsided once 
he and Kerry realized how well they would be treated in Denver. 

“This team is like a family. They made us feel like we were in a spot 
where we were taken care of and supported, and that was really special,” 
says Toews, who still speaks highly of Lamoriello and the Islanders. 

“Joe and his staff saw something in me and gave me a chance and to 
trade for me, and I'm trying to prove them right. Make good on that.” 

How about making great on that? 

Toews’ breakthrough campaign saw him top all defencemen with a plus-
52 rating and finish top-five in even-strength points (45). 

The elite names above him in that category — Roman Josi, partner Cale 
Makar, Victor Hedman and Kris Letang — are all Norris winners or 
finalists. 

The Abbotsford, B.C., native’s excellence has bled into the deepest 
playoff run of his life. 

Toews is averaging 25:49 a night against top competition. The Avs are 
generating 59 per cent of scoring chances and outscoring hefty 
opposition (Nashville, St. Louis, Edmonton, Tampa) 20-15 when Toews 
hops the boards. 

The guy is a plus-8 with 13 points through 15 games. 

And yet, partnered with the second coming of Bobby Orr, Toews’s 
remarkable performance since the trade has been relegated to sidebar 
status. 

“He’s one of those guys that you watch him once, you might be 
underwhelmed. And then the more you watch him, the more you're going 
to like him,” says coach Jared Bednar, praising Toews’ two-way effort. 

“I think he's one of the top defencemen in the league. He started to get a 
little bit more credit this year around the Olympic talk and his name 
getting thrown out there, which I think is very deserving. You'll see in this 
series just what he means to us.” 

Lightning coach Jon Cooper was set to guide Team Canada’s Olympic 
squad in Beijing, and before the NHL pulled out of the tournament, there 
was speculation that the country would bring both halves of the Toews-
Makar unit. 

Now faced with solving that duo, Cooper half-jokes that “almost every 
Canadian on Colorado was probably on the radar at some point.” Still, 
Toews had grabbed the coach’s attention since his Islanders days with 
his rare quiver of vision, wheels and poise. 

“That’s part of the problem, too, is when they can play at a high rate of 
speed, but they can think it out. There are guys out there that can’t do 
that, but they seem to have an arsenal of guys that can,” Cooper says. 

“Makar is going to steal a lot of the headlines, and it’s richly deserved. 
But to have a Toews in the two-hole, it’s a pretty darn good player to 
have back there. Then especially when they’re on the ice together. 

“They have a well-put-together D with guys that can skate. They’re the 
fuel that runs the engine.” 

Cooper on losing another Game 1: 'It's not about riding the wave of one 
game' 

Is Toews OK with flying under the radar, revving from under the hood? 

“Absolutely,” Toews replies. “We have guys on our team that deserve all 
the praise. But our team is what makes us so good. It's not one or two 
players. You know, that's the way it goes in this league. Every award is 
basically individual except for the Stanley Cup, so that's why we're here. 

“I hate the cameras, honestly.” 

Hate the hype, love the game. 

Makar says chemistry with his partner developed rapidly because they 
both approach the role with an eye toward creating scoring chances. The 
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quicker they can bust out of their own zone, the more fun they can have 
torturing opponents at the far end. 

Toews admits, though, that it took him a while to wrap his head around 
Bednar’s up-tempo approach, having been trained in Barry Trotz’s 
stricter, risk-averse plan on the Island. 

“We are allowed to use our speed and our skill to defend more so than 
just playing in a hardcore structure,” says Toews, proud of his ability to 
adapt and thrive. 

“Our offence gets a lot of praise for how good it is, and a lot of it stems 
from our D-core being able to break pucks out and put our forwards in 
good situations with speed in the middle of the ice and just joining the 
attack as well. Our defending is hard, and it's quick, and we use our 
speed to slow teams down and get them out of their groove.” 

Makar believes “it’s unfortunate” that the spotlight has been tilted so 
aggressively in his direction, when Toews is worthy of some more shine. 

“He's one of the best defencemen in the league. And obviously he's a 
guy that might be a little bit undervalued, but he's such an important 
player for us,” Makar says. 

“He is a driving force for us on the back end. So calm. And his presence 
is just so felt every time he's on the ice. Good in all areas of the game. 
He's an incredible player, and he should be a player that's up every 
single year for the top defenceman award and everything.” 

Toews, naturally, only has eyes for one trophy. 

And with the Stanley Cup arriving in his new city, right here but three 
wins away, the defenceman thinks about his mom sacrificing her 
mornings driving him to 6 a.m. practices. 

He appreciates Kerry documenting this time with their baby boy Bennett, 
too young to grasp what this all could mean. 

And he remembers those epic boyhood street hockey and roller rink days 
in B.C., playing his siblings and friends games on end for the right to 
hoist an imaginary mug. 

“You replicate tournaments or playing for the Cup and throwing the 
gloves and winning like that,” Toews says. “But it's nothing like the real 
thing here.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / How Colorado's forecheck frustrated Victor Hedman in 
Game 1 

 

Hedman shares his thoughts on Makar's unique skillset | Tim & Friends 

 

 Cale Makar's talent and unique skillset, saying the Avalanche blue-liner 
could become one of the greatest ever at that position. 

The Colorado “Avalanche” might lowkey have the best franchise name in 
professional sports. Natural disasters like the “Hurricanes” are in the 
same vein and similarly unstoppable – good luck to all your Bears and 
Tigers and Leafs out there – but “Avalanche” is exactly what you want 
your team to be. Moving by and large in one direction, all at once, 
stopping for nothing, burying everything and anyone who dares get in 
your path. 

And boy, is that a fitting name for this year’s team out of Colorado, who in 
Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final gave the Tampa Bay Lightning – 
another great name, of course - all they could handle, particularly on the 
forecheck. Once they started to roll, the Bolts had trouble digging out. 

One of the storylines heading into this series was the play of the two elite 
defencemen Cale Makar and Victor Hedman, who are the two best D-
men on planet earth, though don’t ask me to rank them. (If I had to pick 
one to start a team for next season, I’d grow old and grey deciding.) 

With Makar having had the best performance of any defenceman in the 
NHL this post-season, all eyes were on him. Sportsnet’s own Kevin 
Bieksa did a wonderful job explaining how Game 1 had gone for Makar, 
which was fascinating because it wasn’t “he played great” or “he 
struggled,” it was: Makar looked great, had jump, and skated beautifully, 
but Tampa Bay did a sneaky good job sealing him off from completing 
any of his rushes. 

Makar was able to slash through the middle and lug the puck into the 
zone, but often he was forced into a spot where his shot got blocked, and 
because of that, he started passing out of trouble to his teammates. If 
you’re Tampa, that’s great – just get the puck out of that guy’s hands. 

How Tampa was able to prevent Makar from getting many chances in 
Game 1 

On numerous occasions he made great plays because he took what was 
given – very little – rather than forcing anything. 

Here's a great play to Nichushkin, which is also well-defended: 

And here’s the play just moments before the Lightning scored to make it 
3-2, in which Makar again finds Nichushkin after some great skating up 
through the neutral zone: 

So Makar was good, but by and large contained with savvy team 
defending. 

This “Avalanche” I referred to off the top though, led to the elite 
defenceman on the other side, Mr. Hedman, to never really find his 
game. It was the Colorado forecheck that seemed to get to him, and he 
was left with rushed passes, where he didn’t make the type of plays that 
we know he can make, and that make him special. These are the things 
that separate the greats from the goods – on quick reactionary plays, can 
you make a play that helps your team? It’s huge on zone exists with D-
men, and on the Avs second goal by Nichushkin, Hedman twice failed to 
beat the forecheck with a good pass. In this first GIF, he hits his own 
teammate's skate to keep the puck in the zone, then he gives it to a 
teammate who’s under duress, with no ability to make a play with the 
puck. 

A good look at the Avs full, effective forecheck can be seen here: 

On the Avs OT winner, it wasn’t like Hedman made an awful play, but he 
did yet again hit his own teammate with a breakout pass somewhere they 
couldn’t be expected to deal with it (Steven Stamkos’ heel, in this case), 
and it led to Colorado steamrolling back down the hill the other way. 

These are the little plays that make all the difference, and the type 
Hedman usually pulls off. I say “makes all the difference,” because he’s 
almost in the exact same spot here in the GIF below, but getting it past 
the attack and out of harm’s way has a different outcome. 

That play “made all the difference.” Mike Kelly of SportLogiq dialled in the 
stats on this breakout stuff even further here: 

When Tampa broke the puck up and out of their end past the forecheck, 
good things happened. Here’s Ryan McDonagh after that Makar rush 
making a tape-to-tape pass so the Bolts could go play the other way: 

(Oof, that Kucherov fake where he squares his shoulders to “shoot” – 
and make no mistake, he’s got a laser you have to honour – followed by 
the pull past Devon Toews, followed by the pinpoint backhand pass, 
mamma mia is that an elite play.) 

This series does not boil down to one matchup, there are too many great 
players on both sides to devalue them with that oversimplification. The 
goalie matchup is huge, Anthony Cirelli versus Nathan MacKinnon is 
pivotal, and heck, the coaching match up matters. 
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But if Victor Hedman isn’t elite for Tampa, it limits their ability to play rush 
hockey and keeps them hemmed in more often, and swings things in the 
Avs favour. 

After the Leafs beat Tampa in Game 1 of the first round, the verdict was 
that Hedman hadn’t been himself. He turned pucks over and looked 
human. In Game 2, he had a goal and three assists for four points in 24 
minutes of ice time and looked like a force the Leafs just had no answer 
for. Hedman’s ability to replicate that bounce-back against an avalanche 
of a forecheck will dictate whether Tampa gets a jolt, or if they get 
smothered once and for all. 
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TSN.CA / Relentless MacKinnon driving Colorado’s speed game 

 

Travis Yost 

 

In the Tampa Bay Lightning’s quest for a three-peat and a place in 
hockey lore, perhaps their biggest challenge yet is this Colorado 
Avalanche team, loaded with talent and capable of playing at a pace 
that’s unrivaled in today’s National Hockey League. 

Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final was everything you could ask for, and 
then some. The Lightning clawed back – they always seem to claw back, 
don’t they? – from a multi-goal deficit to push the opener into the 
overtime frame. But just a minute into the extra period, Valeri Nichushkin 
and Andre Burakovsky teamed up for a dazzling game-winner, giving 
Colorado an early series lead. 

After the game, Tampa Bay head coach Jon Cooper acknowledged the 
better team had won. Colorado outshot Tampa Bay 38-23 (attempts were 
79-60 across all situations), and those shot totals were reflective of two 
components: the speed at which Colorado was playing with through the 
neutral zone, and the rate at which they were forcing defensive zone 
miscues from Lightning skaters. 

Those components are frequently related. Dominate the transition game 
through speed and you will generate heaps of scoring chances off the 
rush. Play with enough speed pinned down in the offensive zone and you 
will invariably force poor decision making and loose passing. It seems 
like the majority of Colorado’s lineup, not just the top of it, can do that in 
spades. 

Then there is Nathan MacKinnon. 

If your team goes as your best players go, it’s not hard to understand 
why Colorado plays at such a blistering pace. This entire postseason – 
and long before it, quite frankly – MacKinnon has established himself as 
one of the league’s deadliest attackers, an assassin on the rush and a 
wondrous playmaker with the puck on his stick in the offensive zone. 

He’s also an incredibly impatient player, and I say that in the most 
complimentary manner possible. Whereas other stars may patiently wait 
for crisper passing lanes and premier scoring windows, MacKinnon is 
going to fire the puck at you. Over, and over, and over again. 

What did he do in Game 1? His usual silliness. MacKinnon had 13 shot 
attempts over the course of the game, which is about what we saw from 
the aggregate of Nikita Kucherov, Steven Stamkos, and Anthony Cirelli. 
This has been a common theme all postseason: 

The easiest way to summarize this: For every shot your league-average 
NHL forward has generated this postseason, MacKinnon has two. That’s 
how far the gap is right now between what MacKinnon is generating and 
everyone else. Correspondingly, MacKinnon’s scoring chance numbers 

and real box score numbers (11 goals and eight assists in 15 games 
played) have exploded to the upside. 

MacKinnon is clearly a mega-talented player, but he benefits from 
playing with other mega-talented players. This postseason, Jared Bednar 
has affixed MacKinnon to most of his best weapons. That means playing 
a lot of minutes with the Cale Makar pairing, and a lot of minutes with his 
two favourite wingers, Gabriel Landeskog and Mikko Rantanen: 

The luxury for Bednar right now is he doesn’t have to mix his lines much 
– when you’re losing games or the goals are hard to come by, the 
pressure to get the blender out mounts. But Colorado hasn’t dealt with 
either scenario much this postseason, allowing Bednar to dress and 
deploy his optimal skating groups. It’s had devastating effects on the 
opposition. 

It’s a group that takes a lot of the playmaking burden off MacKinnon and 
gives him space to operate. Moreover, it allows him to not play with the 
puck if opposing coaches overweight their defensive strategy to contain 
MacKinnon on the rush. 

Whatever the scenario, Nashville, St. Louis, Edmonton, and now Tampa 
Bay do not have an answer for this. If we look for a historical comparison 
to MacKinnon’s freakish ability to pressure goaltenders, there is really 
only one, and you may know him as arguably the greatest goal scorer in 
hockey history: 

Tampa Bay’s star power will have its day this series – what Nikita 
Kucherov did to Devon Toews was a great example of Lightning 
personnel overwhelming Avalanche defensive players, something we 
have seen from time to time with this Colorado team. 

But absent a goaltending meltdown, it’s hard to see how Cooper’s team 
can win this series without slowing the Avalanche and MacKinnon down. 
In Game 1, the Colorado offence spent all night attacking up the ice with 
time and space, and Lightning skaters were all too accommodating. They 
may be backstopped by the best goalie in the world, but that’s a tall order 
to ask for anyone, even Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

These two teams are back at it on Saturday night. I’m most curious to 
see how Cooper changes defensive assignments and strategy to try to 
bog down Colorado’s speed game. We don’t have an answer to that 
question quite yet, but rest assured it’s at the top of Cooper’s to-do list as 
Tampa Bay prepares for Game 2. 
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